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INTRODUCTION TO WPP ENERGY GmbH

Headquartered in Geneva Switzerland, WPP ENERGY GmbH is an innovation leader in the renewable energy industry 

since 2009.

WPP is a repository for disruptive green energy technologies, aiming to produce electricity at a much lower Cost 

and to reduce landfill waste by up to 97%.

Technologies such as W2H2 Power Plant Conversion where fossil fuel power plants are converted to Hydrogen 

fired, and environmental technologies such as the VORAX which processes and converts garbage into electricty 

for power generation purposes. WPP intends to transmit its energy and biofuel production, and that of its partners, 

into an upcoming Blockchain based Global Green Energy Futures Contract Trading Platform (“HyFi”).

WPP builds, owns, operates and maintains these advanced technologies and enters into strategic joint venture 

partnerships for the purpose of accelerating the deployment of important environmentally friendly technologies for 

the benefit of the entire world.

GROUNDBREAKING TOKENOMICS



WPP TOKENOMICS QUICK OVERVIEW

The First Token to be tied to the retail value of Hydrogen Gas (H2), and as a payment method to participate in Equity 

Markets.

1. INTENT TO HAVE WPP TOKEN ACCEPTED AS A PAYMENT METHOD TO PURCHASE CONVERTIBLE 

PREFERRED SHARES (Subject to SEC, FINMA and any other regulatory approvals required).

2. INTENT TO ASSET BACK WPP TOKEN WITH COMMODITIES (Subject to SEC, FINMA and any other 

regulatory approvals required).

3. BONUS REWARDS FOR HOLDING WPP TOKENS

4. PAYMENT TOKEN ON THE GLOBAL GREEN ENERGY FUTURES CONTRACTS BLOCKCHAIN (“HyFi”)

5. WPP TOKEN IS TO BE ACCEPTED PAYMENT METHOD FOR ALL WPP ENERGY PRODUCTS



WPP TOKENOMICS DRILL DOWN

1.	 INTENT	TO	HAVE	WPP	TOKEN	ACCEPTED	AS	A	PAYMENT	METHOD	TO	PURCHASE	CONVERTIBLE	PREFERRED	

SHARES

Hold WPP Token for 12 months or more to have the right to swap into public company convertible preferred 

shares.

(Subject to SEC, FINMA and any other regulatory approvals required).

WPP Energy GmbH has is in the process of executing a Binding MOU to acquire a 90% interest in a Public 

Company which is now with the SEC attorney for review and execution.

The public company intends to have an Offering to issue a convertible preferred stock (amount to be determined) 

subject to SEC approval.  

It is further intended that the public company will accept payment in Tokens at an exchange value of a minimum 

of $1 per token or 25% over the current market value.

The issuance of the Public Company Convertible Preferred Stock will be priced at the time of Offering. The 

pricing of the convertible Preferred Stock will be at $25 to $50 per share with an estimated 8% annual dividend 

payable quarterly.

WPP Tokens will carry a valuation premium of 25% over fiat currency when purchasing the Preferred Shares.

When purchasing Preferred Stock with WPP Tokens you must provide a least a 25% fiat currency component 

to the purchase.



2.	 SO	HOW	DOES	IT	WORK	?

	 EXAMPLE	1

WPP Token trades at $0.50, and the Preferred Share is expected to be priced between $25-$50 per share. 

WPP will accept WPP Token at a value of $1.00 when purchasing a convertible preferred share, and at least a 

25% in fiat Component.

To Purchase a Preferred share at $25

You will need a fiat requirement of $6.25 and 18.75 WPP Tokens (when WPP Token price is at $0.50 but 

accepted at $1 value)

	 EXAMPLE	2

WPP Token trades at $1.50, and the Preferred Share is expected to be priced between $25	–	$50 per share. 

WPP will accept WPP Token at a value of	$1.875 when purchasing convertible preferred share, and at least a 

25% fiat Component.

To Purchase a Preferred share at $25.

You will need a fiat requirement of	$6.25 and 10 WPP Tokens (when WPP Token price is at $1.50 but accepted 

at $1.875 value)

	 MORE	DYNAMICS	IN	MOTION

This provides a dynamic aspect to WPP Token as it provides Token Holders access to the equity markets where 

dividends can be earned and crypto is valued favorably over fiat.

Furthermore traditional stock market buyers will recognize it may be a better strategy to buy WPP Token first 

before buying the shares with fiat currency so the 25% valuation premium can be obtained.

The Convertible Preferred Stock will also have redemption rights backed by a cash component of the Principal 

Investment which will be placed in an IOLTA Trust account at a Major World Bank. This offering is subject to 

Swiss Law and SEC approval.



The Public Company intends to issue the Convertible Preferred Stock which will be convertible into common 

shares of stock or may be traded as a separate stock on an exchange. subject to SEC approval.

2. INTENT TO ASSET BACK WPP TOKEN WITH COMMODITIES

The WPP Engineering teams, blockchain, chemical, industrial and electrical engineering are working together to

accomplish the tie in of H2 (Hydrogen Gas) production and target H2 Reserves/Reservoirs into the blockchain.

The intent is to Asset Back and correlate WPP Token to the market price of 1 KG of H2 (Hydrogen Gas). (Subject

to SEC, FINMA and any other regulatory approvals required).

The strategy is to create incremental levels of asset backing of the token.

3. BONUS REWARDS FOR HOLDING WPP TOKENS

Ecosystem to reward token holders with bonus tokens to be calculated on the amount held in WPP tokens for 

every 3	consecutive	months	of	ownership.	

WPP will provide a 25% bonus for holding WPP Token for the initial 3 month period right after WPP Token is 

launched on Digifinex. Token Holders of record as of March	31st	2019 at 11:59pm	EST are eligible.

Tokens must be stored on an ERC-20 wallet (MEW,	Metamask) to be eligible to receive the bonus.

Tokens	moved	to	the	crypto	exchanges	will	not	be	eligible.

Additional incentive programs will follow.



4. PAYMENT TOKEN ON “HyFi“ Platform.

WPP Token will be featured on Green Energy Futures Contract Trading Platform (“HyFi“). WPP Token intends to 

trade as a 1kg unit of measurement on the HyFi Platform.

For more information on the role of WPP Token in the upcoming Global Green Energy Blockchain Platform 

(“HyFi“) please see:

https://hyfi-corp.com/

5. WPP TOKEN IS TO BE ACCEPTED PAYMENT METHOD FOR ALL WPP ENERGY PRODUCTS.

WPP will accept WPP Token at the posted fixed WPP Store rate towards WPP Products shown.

In certain cases up to 50% of the products total purchase price can be paid in WPP Tokens and the remaining 

must be paid in Fiat Currency.

More information will be provided according to the product roll out schedule disclosed in our roadmap.Please 

see the last page of our whitepaper for the roadmap

https://wppenergy.io/pdf/Whitepaper.pdf


